MANEUVERABILITY

Position #1
- Vehicle is centered on the point cone and even with cones 1 & 2.
- Left hand is at the top of the steering wheel in the "12:00" position.

Position #2
- Stay centered on the point cone and as your front bumper is at cone 3 & 4 steer quickly to "3:00."

Position #3
- As your front bumper is at the point cone, steer quickly to "9:00."
- Pull forward until your back bumper is even with the point cone.

Position #4
- Backing out: Watch your right hand mirror. When you see the base of Cone #4 and a few inches of space, turn to "3:00." When the car is parallel in the course and the nose is passing back through cones 3 & 4, steer quickly to "12:00." Continue until you return to Position 1.